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Abstract: Thanks to high dissipation properties, embedding NiTi Shape Memory Alloys in passive
damping devices is effective to mitigate vibrations in building and cable structures. These devices
can inconceivably be tested directly on full-scale experimental structures or on structures in service.
To predict their effectiveness and optimize the set-up parameters, numerical tools are more and more
developed. Most of them consist of Finite Element models representing the structure equipped with
the damping device, embedding parts associated with a superelastic behavior. Generally, the imple-
mented behavior laws do not include all the phenomena at the origin of strain energy dissipation, but
stress-induced martensitic transformation only. This article presents a thermomechanical behavior law
including the following phenomena: (i) intermediate R-phase transformation, (ii) thermal effects and
(iii) strain localization. This law was implemented in a commercial Finite Element code to study the
dynamic response of a bridge cable equipped with a NiTi wire-based damping device. The numerical
results were compared to full-scale experimental ones, by considering the above-mentioned phenom-
ena taken coupled or isolated: it has been shown that it is necessary to take all of these phenomena into
account in order to successfully predict the damping capacity of the device.

Keywords: bridge cable; damping device; shape memory alloys; dissipation; finite element; full-scale
tests

1. Introduction

The damping capacity of a material is its ability to absorb mechanical energy by dissipation of elas-
tic strain energy [1]. In Shape Memory Alloys (SMA), the dissipated energy is associated with their
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hysteretic superelastic behavior [2]. Superelasticity is the remarkable property of the material to expe-
rience a large and quasi reversible strain (6–10% or much more in the case of single crystals SMAs [3])
under isothermal mechanical loadings, above a characteristic temperature of the alloy called “Austen-
ite finish” (A f ) [4, 5]. This phenomenon is due to a reversible transformation from the parent-phase
“Austenite” to a more disordered phase called “Martensite”, and more particularly to the re-orientation
of the obtained lattices above a critical stress value (transformation yield stress). Thus, SMAs are
good candidates to damp oscillations experienced by buildings and Civil Engineering structures [6].
In particular, NiTi-based SMAs are very attractive due to their remarkable dissipative properties, re-
centering ability and they combine relatively good resistance to fatigue, corrosion and fire. However,
NiTi alloys are known to be very temperature-sensitive: the slope that characterizes the increase in
transformation yield stress with temperature is about 7–8 MPa · K−1 [7]. Over the years, SMA-based
vibration control devices (passive, active or hybrid) have been designed to protect Civil Engineering
structures from different types of external solicitations [8].

Cables are crucial parts of bridge structures (such as stay cable bridges, suspension bridges, and
prestressed concrete bridges) but they experience vibrations entailed by traffic or a combination of
wind and rain [9]. To increase the structural damping ratio of the cables, SMA-based external passive
damping devices are well suited: they exert a transverse damping force on the cable near its anchorages
to fight against transverse displacements and therefore improve its fatigue resistance. To predict the
effectiveness and to optimize the use of SMA-based damping devices, numerical tools are generally
required to solve strongly non-linear problems. As stated in [10, 11], it is necessary to consider the
most accurate mechanical behavior (through its stiffness and loss factor changes) of the embedded
SMA components to correctly capture the dynamic response of the whole system. Since it is not
appropriate to identify the various model parameters describing the hysteresis loops for each of the
possible test conditions, the material law should take into account all the phenomena that can affect
its properties and only involve parameters intrinsic to the material. Among these phenomena, one can
cite:

(1) Thermal effects:
As stated previously, the superelasticity phenomenon in NiTi-based SMAs is temperature-
sensitive: martensite transformation yield stress is a linear function of the material tempera-
ture [12]. Since the forward and reverse martensitic transformations are exothermic and endother-
mic processes respectively [13], the temperature of the material changes under mechanical load-
ings according to the heat exchange with its surroundings. The martensitic transformation yield
stress changes as a consequence, which leads naturally to thermomechanical couplings. Thus, the
slope associated to the martensitic transformation plateau and the amplitude of temperature vari-
ations over a loading cycle increase with strain rate [12]. Furthermore, the hysteresis behavior in
SMA is accompanied by intrinsic dissipation [14] that entails “self-heating” of the material un-
der cyclic mechanical loadings. It naturally shifts up the hysteresis loops and slightly affects their
shape. Combination of these two phenomena is responsible for a non-monotonous change of en-
ergy dissipated by the material versus strain rate [15]. Numerous models have considered these
effects [16–19].
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(2) R-phase transformation:
NiTi alloys can experience an additional phase transformation allowing the formation of R-phase
with a trigonal crystallographic structure [20, 21]. R-phase is often qualified as an “intermediate
phase” because the yield stress associated with its transformation from austenite is lower than the
martensitic transformation yield stress at room temperature [15]. The range of recoverable strain
due to R-phase transformation is 0–1.5%, according to [22]. The presence of R-phase can affect the
stiffness of the material: the corresponding elasticity modulus is estimated to be between 20 and
40 GPa. R-phase is associated with a low intrinsic dissipation because of a narrow hysteresis loop
area but the corresponding damping capacity is not negligible. R-phase transformation is more
sensitive to temperature than martensitic transformation: the slope related to R-phase domains on
phases pseudo-diagram is reported to be in the range 13–17 MPa·K−1 [15, 22]. Some numerical
models have considered R-phase and most of them are phenomenological ones [23–26].

(3) Strain localization:
It is commonly agreed that martensitic transformation occurs with nucleation of martensite, fol-
lowed by propagation of a martensitic front [27]. After [29], high shear stress values at the interface
between austenite and stress-induced martensite are responsible for this localized process in NiTi
wires. Under tensile loadings, the ratio of the maximum equivalent stress to the axial equivalent
stress was estimated to be approximatively 1.4 to 1.6 in wires. In addition to a heterogeneous strain
field, a heterogeneous thermal field was reported in [28]. Thus, these thermal effects can affect the
propagation of the martensitic front, since martensite is more stable at low temperatures while the
forward martensitic transformation is an exothermic process. Furthermore, this phenomenon is
very dependent on the shape of the sample and boundary conditions [30, 31]: it is why the fronts
generally propagate from the jaws, due to tightening. This topic is currently trendy and more and
more simulations are able to predict this phenomenon [32–35].

These three phenomena are generally not considered simultaneously to numerically predict the vi-
bratory response of cables equipped with SMA-based dampers [36–38]. The main target of the paper
is to propose such a numerical tool while accurately predicting a realistic behavior of the embedded
NiTi wires. In the “Experiments and modeling” section, the experimental set-up and the corresponding
numerical modeling are briefly presented. In the “Results and discussion” section, several numerical
configurations are compared with the experimental results, to determine the contribution of each con-
sidered phenomenon. Eventually, data available numerically only are investigated to provide a better
understanding.

2. Experiments and modeling

In this section, the proposed experimental set-up and Finite Element model are presented in parallel.
Firstly, the vibrating cable is considered alone. Secondly, installation of the damping device on the
cable is presented. Thirdly, the thermomechanical behavior of the embedded NiTi components is dealt
with. Eventually, the post-processing procedure is detailed to show how will be conducted the analysis
in the “Results and discussion” section.
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2.1. Full-scale bridge cable

2.1.1. Experimental set-up

A cable of length L = 50 m was used to measure the efficiency of the NiTi-based damping device.
An axial tensile force T of approximatively 900 kN was initially applied to the cable using a hydraulic
jack. It must be noted that the study cases that are proposed in this paper are intentionally simplified
in comparison with the loading cases experienced by cable structures in service. First, to involve
the minimum number of vibration modes, punctual deviations were applied on the cable at L/2 or
L/4, by applying a transverse force of 4 kN. Secondly, the force was suddenly released using an
electromagnet to make the cable freely vibrating. The vibration problem is assumed to be in-plane.
The cable composition and properties are given in [10].

Since EI << T L2, where EI is the flexural rigidity of the cable, a good approximation of the n − th
mode frequency is given by [39]:

fn =
n

2L

√
T
µ

1 + 2
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EI

T L2 +

(
4 +

nπ2

2

)
EI

T L2

 ≈ n
2L

√
T
µ

(2.1)

With µ the linear density of the cable. The values of the analytical modal frequencies can be used
as a validation criteria of modeling. Cable transverse displacements were measured with laser sensors
at three locations along the cable (L/2, L/4 and L/16).

2.1.2. Numerical modeling

Modeling of the cable was performed using the Finite Element Method with the MSC Marc in-
dustrial code [40]. In the proposed model, only beam or truss elements were considered, since dy-
namic simulations require substantial computing resources. The cable consisted of 50 two-node Euler-
Bernoulli beam elements. Both nodes located at the extremities of the cable were clamped (fixed
degrees of freedom). An initial pre-stress corresponding to the 900 kN pretension was applied to the
beam elements. The simulation was split into two parts: (i) a transverse force was progressively and
slowly applied on a node until 4 kN (quasi-static formulation), (ii) the force was suddenly released
(dynamic formulation) and the cable was freely vibrating for 20 s. The intrinsic damping ratio ξ of
the cable due to internal frictions was estimated from experimental transverse displacement signals
of the cable without any damping device using the logarithmic decrement method. A Rayleigh vis-
cous damping was assigned on the whole cable elements to provide intrinsic damping capacity. The
Rayleigh damping matrix is given by:

[C] = α [M] + β [K] (2.2)

Where [M] and [K] are the mass and stiffness matrices involved in the motion equilibrium equation,
respectively. The coefficients α = 7.52 10−3s−1 and β = 1.43 10−5s were calculated from the ξ value of
0.00033 [40].

2.1.3. Validation of the cable vibrating response

Figure 1a,c,d present the numerical and experimental transverse displacement of the cable at L/2,
L/4 and L/16, respectively, while the transverse force was placed at L/2. Figure 1b provides the Fast
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Fourier Transform (FFT) spectra associated with the signals presented in Figure 1a.

Figure 1. Transverse displacement of the cable (transverse force at L/2): (a) at L/2; (b)
associated FFT frequency spectra; (c) at L/4; (d) at L/16.

The signals numerically obtained are in good agreement with the experimental signals, whatever
the considered location. The frequency spectrum numerically obtained shows a good prediction of the
contributions of the vibration modes. The first mode associated with a frequency value of about 2.3 Hz
(as verified using Eq 2.1) had the highest contribution, since the force was placed at the corresponding
anti-node. It slightly overestimated the experimental values. From the simulations, only odd-numbered
modes were observable, since L/2 is the common node for even-numbered modes.

2.2. Design and installation of the damper

2.2.1. Developed damping device

Figure 2a presents the developed damping device. Two plates are crossed by NiTi wires. One plate
was clamped to the ground, while the second plate was linked with the cable. The wires were elongated
thanks to mechanical stops placed at the exterior side of each plate. Thus, the damper worked in one
direction only (when the cable was moving away from the anchorage), but this system prevented wires
from buckling. Figure 2b presents its installation on the full-scale cable.

The chemical composition (56.30 wt% Ni) of the NiTi alloy used in this work is detailed in [15].
The characteristic temperature A f was measured at about 5 ◦C. NiTi wires were “trained” under cyclic
mechanical loadings at room temperature (100 tensile cycles of 8% strain amplitude at a frequency of
0.0056 Hz) before being embedded in the damping device to limit residual strain [10]. Two wires of
diameter 2.46 mm and effective length 1260 mm were embedded to reach a maximal relative elongation
of 2% in service. Furthermore, the NiTi wires were pre-strained thanks to a turnbuckle system (see
Figure 2a). An initial elongation of about 4 mm was chosen to increase the dissipation (for a given
room temperature and a given deviating force value) as explained in [41].
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(a) (b)
Figure 2. Damping device: (a) Scheme of the device, (b) installation on the full-scale cable.

For the sake of simplicity, the damping device was placed far from the anchorages to better under-
stand the influence of the damper on the whole cable response. Three study cases were investigated to
change the contribution of the involved vibration modes:

(1) Damper & force at L/2 (reference).

(2) Damper at L/4 and force at L/2.

(3) Damper at L/2 and force at L/4.

The study case of reference is investigated in detail in this study.

2.2.2. Numerical assembly of the damper on the cable

Figure 3 describes the modeling of the “cable-damper” system. The damping device consisted of
one or 32 (as explained later) two-node thermomechanical truss elements assembled in series. The
length of the “numerical damper” was the same as the effective length of the two NiTi wires embedded
in the damping device. Its cross-section area was taken as the sum of the cross-section areas of the two
wires, since they work in tension. The node at one end of the wire was fixed to the ground, while the
node at the opposite end was connected with one of the nodes of the cable thanks to a spring of infinite
stiffness working in the transverse direction of the cable. The selected node of the cable depends on
the damper position. The stiffness of the damper was canceled in case of negative stress values to
deactivate it under compression loadings. The pre-strain of the numerical damper was imposed during
the very first calculation step.
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Figure 3. Scheme of the Finite Element model of the whole system “damper+cable”.

2.3. NiTi wire behavior law

2.3.1. Material behavior law

The behavior law used in what follows was presented in detail in [42]. Since the “numerical
damper” was modeled by truss elements, the behavior law was written in a uniaxial version. Its role
is to compute the uniaxial stress σ and tangent modulus values from the current strain ε and strain
increment ∆ε values. The internal variables are zM ∈ [0; 1] and zR ∈ [0; 1] which are the marten-
site and R-phase volume fractions, respectively. The austenite volume fraction is therefore given by
zA = 1 − zM − zR.

The proposed model was based on four yield surfaces, associated with yield functions f M
1 (M) and

f M
2 (M, X), driving the forward and reverse austenite-to-martensite transformations, respectively, and

f R
3 (R) and f R

4 (R,Y), driving the forward and reverse austenite-to-R-phase transformations, respectively.
M and X are isotropic and kinematic “pseudo-hardening” functions of zM associated with the austenite-
to-martensite transformation, respectively. R and Y are isotropic and kinematic ”pseudo-hardening”
functions of zR associated with austenite-to-R-phase transformation, respectively. The transformation
yield stresses σM

0 and σR
0 were linear functions of the material temperature T .

The heat equation was derived from the formulated specific free energy by applying the principle of
energy conservation. It involves the exchanges with the exterior by diffusion and convection, as well
as the dissipation and thermomechanical coupling terms associated with both transformations.

For details on the identification procedure of the material parameters and on the model validation,
the reader is referred to [42]. For this present work, the thermo-mechanical behavior law was imple-
mented in a user subroutine coded in FORTRAN [40]. The retained material parameters corresponding
to a trained NiTi wire are set out in Table 1 [43].
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Table 1. Material parameters corresponding to a trained NiTi alloy.

EA EM γM ωmin ωmax Mmax σM
0 µM λ

57.0 21.6 4.9 150 20 20 340 6.3 18.0
(GPa) (GPa) (%) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa · K−1) (W · m−1· K−1)

ρ ER γR δmin δmax Rmax σR
0 µR Cp

6450 40.4 0.25 15 15 220 156 13.45 500
(kg · m−3) (GPa) (%) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa · K−1) (J · K −1· kg−1)

2.3.2. Strain localization along the NiTi wire

As the wire model was reduced to one dimension to restrict the computational time, the strain local-
ization effect (associated with 3D effects) along the wire had to be considered by other means. To take
into account the propagation of martensitic transformation bands, a non-local model was implemented
using the Finite Element method [43]. 32 thermomechanical two-node truss elements were used and
assembled as presented in Figure 4. The analysis presented in the “Results and discussion” section
focuses on three reference positions associated with elements 2, 4 and 12.

Figure 4. Three reference positions along the numerical wire.

Instead of using the nominal stress σ in the material behavior law, an apparent stress value σapp

was computed for each element. It enabled us to take into account the effect of the high shear stress
values at the interface between phases, in addition to the tensile stress value. Thus, it was assumed
that the propagation was driven by the maximal stress value at the interface between a wire portion of
martensite and a wire portion of austenite. The apparent stress of a given element m was calculated
using a stress intensity factor KI(m):

σapp(m) = σKI(m) (2.3)

By assuming a linear bi-material perfectly bonded cylinder to represent the stress intensity at the
interface between these two portions, the value of KI should be a function of the stiffness properties on
both sides of the interface [44]. To facilitate the convergence of the model and to consider the specific
case of the element m (1 < m < 32), a function K∗I of zM

m , zM
m−1 and zM

m+1 the martensite volume fraction
of the element m and its neighbors m − 1 and m + 1, respectively, was introduced:

K∗I (m) = 1 + max
(〈

zM
m+1 − zM

m

〉
,
〈
zM

m−1 − zM
m

〉) (
K0

I − 1
)

(2.4)

Where 〈x〉 is equal to x if x ≥ 0 and is equal to 0 if x < 0. Thus, K∗I (m) = 1 if the m element is in the
same state as its direct neighbors, and K∗I (m) = K0

I if the m element is in the austenitic state and one
of its neighbors is fully martensitic. The constant value of K0

I = 1.6 was chosen, in agreement with
the results presented in [29]. Since bands propagation has never been observed in the case of R-phase
transformation, the R-phase volume fraction was not considered in Eq 2.4.
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In order to study the effect of the clamping of the jaws on the stress at the ends of the wire, it
can be assumed that the wire corresponds locally to a solid cylinder subjected to an external pressure.
Thus, the calculation of radial and orthoradial stresses from Lamé’s equations allows to show that
clamping under a pressure of P0 induces a reduction of the equivalent Von Mises stress by a stress
corresponding to P0 [45]. The consequence is that the tightening effect in the jaws can be simulated in
a uniaxial model by increasing the initial axial stress value of the elements placed at the two ends of
the wire. To respect forces equilibrium and to avoid any technical issues, it was prefered to decrease
the transformation yield stresses in these two elements (n◦ 1 and 32). The values of σM,R

0 − 100MPa
was retained to ensure an initial state without martensite.

The model was validated by a force-imposed tensile test to the maximal value of 2600 N, over a
cycle with a frequency of 3 Hz, which is an order of magnitude equivalent to the first modal frequency
of the cable. The results are presented in Figure 5a,b. Figure 5a confronts the numerical stress-strain
curve to the experimental one by considering strain localization or not. Figure 5b presents the local
mechanical behavior observed numerically in several elements along the wire, for the configuration
where strain localization was considered.

(a) (b)
Figure 5. (a) Stress-strain curve for a force-imposed test by considering bands propagation
(wire scale) or no propagation (material scale); (b) corresponding behavior of several ele-
ments along the wire structure.

From Figure 5a, the prediction of mechanical behavior was improved by considering strain local-
ization. Due to the propagation of the martensitic transformation bands from the anchorages, the closer
the elements to the anchorages, the more they experienced martensitic transformation (see Figure 5b).
However, all the elements experienced R-phase transformation. In particular, elements 5 to 16 (and
their symmetrical elements 17 to 28) underwent only this intermediate transformation, which resulted
in thin hysteresis loops.

2.3.3. Numerically studied configurations

Table 2 presents the five studied configurations confronted in this paper. These configurations repre-
sent different levels of complexity: configuration 1 is associated with an elastic behavior of the damper
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(material in a pure austenitic state), while configuration 5 is associated with a superelastic behavior
taking all the identified phenomena into account. All the retained configurations are presented succes-
sively to discuss the contribution of each added phenomenon.

Table 2. Studied material configurations.

Configuration Superelasticity R-phase Thermal Strain Number of elements
effects localization for the damper

1 n n n n 1
2 y n n n 1
3 y y n n 1
4 y y y n 1
5 y y y y 32

2.4. Post-processing

To carefully analyze the influence of the material behavior of the NiTi wires embedded in the
damper on the dynamic response of the whole cable structure, it was necessary to select relevant indi-
cators related to both scales.

First, the dynamic response of the cable was investigated. Equation 2.5 is the general form of the
cable transverse displacement law y(x, t), which assumes heterogeneous properties along the cable due
to a punctual influence of the damping device [41].

y(x, t) =

N∑
n=1

Cn(x, t) sin
(nπx

L

)
sin

(
2π fn(x, t)

√
1 − ξ2

n(x, t)t + φn(x, t)
)

exp (−2π fn(x, t)ξn(x, t)t) (2.5)

With fn the natural frequency, ξn the damping ratio, Cn the modal contribution in the time domain,
φn the phase related to each mode n. The following modal parameters (identified from Eq 2.5) were
computed over time, as in [41]:

• f1(x, t), the natural frequency related to the first vibration mode by applying a Wigner-Ville trans-
form on the transverse displacement signal at x = L/2, using a Matlab toolbox provided by [46],
• ξ1(x, t), the damping ratio related to the first vibration mode by plotting ln(env(y1)) the logarithm

of the signal envelop after numerical filtering to isolate the first mode: the damping ratio changes
correspond to the slope changes on the computed curve.

The beginning of the curves presented later were affected by side effects due to numerical filtering.
Secondly, an investigation based on the material behavior performed numerically was carried. Thus,

the changes in material temperature T and volume fraction of the phases (zM and zR) were plotted.
The loss factor was computed from strain-stress numerical values over time to quantify the damping
capacity of the material. It is linked to the material dissipated energy (through ∆W corresponding to
the hysteresis loop area on the stress-strain curve) and the strain energy (through W corresponding to
the area below the transformation path on the same curve), after Eq 2.6 [47].

η =
1

2π
∆W

W − 1
2∆W

(2.6)
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One can say that the loss factor does not directly correspond to the damping ratio computed from
the cable displacement signal, even if both are naturally linked. However, it is a precious indicator to
identify the different potential damping regimes.

3. Results and discussion

In this section, the five considered configurations are presented in the reference study case. For each
configuration, the transverse displacement of the cable at L/2 (damper and deviating force position)
numerically obtained was compared to the experimental signal for 20 s from the moment the force is
released. The corresponding material behavior is presented for three arbitrarily chosen time windows:
(i) [0–1] s, (ii) [2–3.5] s, (iii) [19–20] s. The window of [2–3.5] s corresponded approximatively to the
transition between the two first damping regimes, whatever the configuration. Since temperature has a
great influence on NiTi behavior, it is important to specify that all the tests were performed at a testing
temperature of about 20 ◦C (±2 ◦C).

The signals were centered on the “zero” value, which means that the cable remained at a displace-
ment value of zero before any deviating force application. In the particular case where the wires would
have not been pre-strained, the positive values of the transverse displacement measured at the damper
position would have corresponded to activation stages of the device. On the contrary, negative values
would have been associated with deactivation stages. By pre-straining the wires, the transition associ-
ated with the deactivation of the device is expected to be shifted to the negative values. For an initial
elongation of 4 mm, this transition should be close to the value of −4 mm.

To focus the analysis on the influence of the behavior of the NiTi wires on the damping capacity
of the device, the study case of reference is presented in this section and the attention is paid on the
cable displacement at the force and damper position. Additional results associated with the dynamic
response along the cable for the different study cases are presented in the Appendixes.

3.1. Influence of thermal effects and R-phase transformation (configurations 2, 3, 4/study case 1)

3.1.1. Results

Figures 6, 7a, 8a and 9a provide the transverse displacement of the cable at L/2, for configurations
1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The material behavior associated with the “numerical damper” is given in
Figures 7b–d, 8b–d, and 9b–d, for configurations 2, 3 and 4, respectively.

From Figure 6, the experimental signal illustrates a high and quite regular decrease in displacement
amplitude. The cable almost reached equilibrium after 20 s following the release of the force.

By considering an elastic behavior of the numerical damper (configuration 1), no energy was dis-
sipated. Thus, the damping capacity provided by the numerical damper was almost zero, accordingly
(see Figure 6). The small damping observable was due to the intrinsic damping of the cable. How-
ever, the additional stiffness of the elastic damper enabled to “cut” the signal parts associated with the
activation stages of the damper, while the signal parts associated with the deactivation stages were not
affected. Eventually, the displacement amplitude was decreased compared to the configuration without
any damping device (see Figure 1a) but the dynamic response obtained numerically did not reproduce
the experimental signal.

AIMS Materials Science Volume 10, Issue 1, 1–25.
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Figure 6. Transverse displacement of the cable at L/2 equipped with a damper (study case
1/configuration 1) placed at L/2.

Figure 7. (a) Transverse displacement of the cable at L/2 equipped with a damper (study case
1/ configuration 2) placed at L/2; Stress-Strain curves related to the behavior of the material
embedded in the damper: (b) [0, 1]s, (c) [2, 3.5]s , (d) [19, 20]s.

Figure 8. (a) Transverse displacement of the cable at L/2 equipped with a damper (study case
1/configuration 3) placed at L/2; Stress-Strain curves related to the behavior of the material
embedded in the damper: (b) [0, 1]s, (c) [2, 3.5]s , (d) [19, 20]s.

AIMS Materials Science Volume 10, Issue 1, 1–25.
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Figure 9. (a) Transverse displacement of the cable at L/2 equipped with a damper (study case
1/ configuration 4) placed at L/2; Stress-Strain curves related to the behavior of the material
embedded in the damper: (b) [0, 1]s, (c) [2, 3.5]s , (d) [19, 20]s.

By considering the superelasticity effect (configuration 2), a strong mitigation of the cable am-
plitude was observed within the first 3 s following the force release (see Figure 7a). After this first
damping stage, the displacement amplitude remained constant (“undamped stage”). These observa-
tions are in agreement with the corresponding behavior of the wire. The first stage was associated with
transformation into martensite (see Figure 7b,c). Once the amplitude was associated with a maximal
stress value inferior to the martensite transformation yield stress value, the amplitude remained almost
constant (see Figure 7d). Eventually, the response prediction was greatly improved compared to con-
figuration 1. However, the damping capacity was overestimated during the first part of the signal and
underestimated during the following part.

By considering the intermediate R-phase transformation (configuration 3), the first damping stage
observed in the previous configuration was affected and an intermediate damping stage appeared, as
highlighted in Figure 8a. During the first stage, austenite transformed into R-phase before martensite
appearance over the loading cycles: for a given level of wire elongation, the dissipated energy de-
creased when compared to a material without R-phase transformation (see Figure 8b,c). In the second
stage, once the loading amplitude corresponded to a maximal stress value inferior to the martensitic
transformation yield stress value, the R-phase transformation still operated alone. It explains why a
second and low damped stage appeared. Furthermore, the yield stress value associated with the trans-
formation into R-phase is low at room temperature (inferior to 100 MPa). Thus, stabilization of the
cable was achieved after 20 s following the force release. One can observe that the final material state
obtained numerically corresponded to an elastic behavior associated with a mixture of austenite and
R-phase, due to the NiTi wires pre-strain (see Figure 8d). Due to this pre-strain, the final undamped
stage was not observed unlike in configuration 2: the fully austenite elastic state could not be reached.
Eventually, damping capacity was overestimated during the whole signal, although it has decreased
during the first damping stage compared to configuration 2.

By considering the thermal effects (configuration 4), the first and second damping stages observed
previously still operated but their respective damping capacity decreased compared to configuration
3 (see Figure 9a). From Figure 9b,c, the combination of thermomechanical couplings and intrinsic
dissipation involved an increase in both martensitic plateau slope and martensitic transformation yield
stress. Considering the present material, a decrease in damping performance under these loading con-
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ditions (frequency and amplitude) is in agreement with results reported in [15]. The combination of
both transformation into R-phase and thermal effects provided a much better prediction of the first
damping stage (see Figure 9a) compared to the previous configurations. However, the second damping
stage was underestimated, despite R-phase transformation.

3.1.2. Discussion

Figure 10a–c provides zM, zR and T changes over time, while Figure 11a–c compares f1, ln(env(y1)
(from the cable scale) and η (from the material scale) for configurations 2 to 4. For reasons of read-
ability, only the first 10 s are plotted, in what follows.

From Figure 10a, no martensite appeared after t = 4 s, whatever the configuration. From Figure
10a,b, less martensite appeared when R-phase was taken into account (as reflected by a lower maximal
martensite volume fraction in configurations 3 and 4). By considering R-phase transformation, the
latter was observed at least during the first 10 s after the force release, in both configurations 3 and
4. These comments directly explain why a lower damping ratio during the first damping stage and a
higher damping ratio during the next one were observed in configuration 3 compared to configuration 2.
In configuration 4, phase transformations naturally entailed material temperature changes (see Figure
10c): in the first stage, quite high thermal variations associated with the latent heat of the martensitic
transformation and a self-heating due to intrinsic dissipation were observed in parallel. The tempera-
ture logically inhibited the transformation of austenite into R-phase and martensite by increasing the
associated transformation yield stresses (see Figure 10a). In the second stage, lower thermal variations
(mainly due to the thermomechanical couplings associated with transformation into R-phase only)
were highlighted. However, the intrinsic dissipation associated with the intermediate transformation
did no longer override thermal exchanges with the surroundings: a return to the thermal equilibrium
was therefore observed. This decrease in temperature favored occasional martensite formation and
maintained the amount of R-phase approximatively constant, as observed in Figure 10a,b.

From Figure 11a, a large gap can be measured between the frequency values obtained numerically
by configuration 2 on one hand, and configurations 3 and 4 on the other hand. This is probably due
to a difference in additional stiffness brought to the cable, associated with transformation into R-phase
in the NiTi wires. Indeed, the latter was not considered in configuration 2. Another large gap can
be measured between the frequency values obtained numerically in configurations 3 and 4 and the
experimental values. That could be due to the fact that the stiffness associated with the mechanical
parts clamped to the ground and to the moving cable (see device in Figure 2a) were not considered
in the modeling. Indeed, these parts are deformable and not infinitely stiff. This should not entail
significant consequences on the damping prediction because the strain rates experienced by the NiTi
wires remained of the same order of magnitude. This is why the attention should be only paid on the
relative increases in frequency values. The frequency changes were best reproduced by configuration 4,
where a smooth increase in f1 was observed. It can be explained by a better prediction of the behavior
of the embedded material compared to configurations 2 and 3, and consequently by a better prediction
of the stiffness added to the cable.

From Figure 11b,c, a first damping stage can be clearly identified from 0 to about 3–4 s in config-
urations 2 and 3, from the point of view of both the vibrating structure (ln(env(y1))) and the material
behavior (η). It directly corresponds to the transformation into martensite. Without taking R-phase into
account, the first damping stage was followed by an undamped stage, where the material behavior be-
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came elastic (configuration 2). A better prediction of the damping capacity was observed in the second
damping stage thanks to R-phase transformation, that occurred at least 10 s after the force release and
induced a low but non zero energy dissipation (configuration 3). From Figure 11b,c, damping capacity
was more distributed over time in configuration 4, by taking into account thermal effects that smoothed
the damping ratio changes. Eventually, a better prediction of the damping capacity is also observed in
configuration 4.

Figure 10. Comparison between configurations 2, 3, 4: (a) martensite volumic fraction; (b)
R-phase volumic fraction; (c) material temperature.

Figure 11. Comparison between configurations 2, 3, 4: (a) frequency of the 1st mode; (b)
logarithm of the signal envelop; (c) loss factor η.
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Up to this point, configuration 4 provided the best prediction, while the computing time was reason-
able since the numerical damper consisted of one truss element only. The next and last configuration
should improve the prediction but should also require more computational resources, by splitting the
numerical damper into 32 truss elements to take the strain localization phenomenon into account. Thus,
configuration 4 should be seriously considered for further works, regardless of the results associated
with configuration 5.

3.2. Influence of strain localization (configuration 4, 5/study case 1)

3.2.1. Results

Figure 12a provides the transverse displacement of the cable at L/2 for configuration 5, while the
material behavior associated with the “numerical damper” is presented for three elements along the
wire (see Figure 4) in Figure 12b–d. The macroscopic behavior resulting from the contribution of all
the elements along the wire is given in Figure 12e.

Configuration 5 provided by far the best agreement with the transverse displacement signal obtained
experimentally (see Figure 12a), despite a small gap at the end of the signal due to a possible accumu-
lation of residual strain in the wires (blocked martensite) as the experiments progressed. The obtained
macroscopic behavior of the wire was much smoother than material behaviors observed in the previ-
ous configurations, due to the average of the local behaviors. Furthermore, the transitions between the
different damping regimes are difficult to identify, as in the experimental signal. From Figure 12b,c,
the dissipated energy was locally high at the extremities of the wire compared to the average dissipated
energy (see Figure 12e) or to the dissipated energy obtained from the single “damper” element in con-
figuration 4 (see Figure 9b). It is quite easy to explain: the transformation bands propagated from the
extremities of the wires. This point is very important and highlights an advantage of configuration 5
over configuration 4: taking into account heterogeneities in the thermomechanical behavior along the
wire enables to better predict the maximal stress and dissipated energy values experienced by the wires
to therefore estimate the fatigue life of the damping device. It would be a great assistance to optimize
the design of the damper. Eventually, the last configuration improved the vibrating response of the
whole system.

Figure 12. (a) Transverse displacement of the cable at L/2 equipped with a damper (study
case 1/configuration 5) placed at L/2; Stress-Strain curves related to the local behavior of the
material embedded in the damper at three reference positions: (b) element n◦ 2, (c) n◦ 4, (d)
n◦ 12, (e) macroscopic behavior of the wire.
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3.2.2. Discussion

Figure 13a–c provides zM, zR and T changes over time, while Figure 14a–c compares f1, ln(env(y1)
(from the structure point of view) and η (from the material point of view), for configurations 4 and
5. In configuration 5, only values associated with the same elements as those described previously
are presented. One can add that η was computed from the macroscopic behavior of the whole wire in
configuration 5.

From Figure 13a, the elements that are close to the anchorages experienced more martensite trans-
formation (and therefore dissipated more energy), since propagation of transformations bands was
restricted to a very limited wire portion: due to high strain rate values, a high increase in temperature
near the transformation fronts inhibited transformation into martensite beyond the front. It is confirmed
by higher maximal martensite volume fraction and temperature values in element 2 for configuration
5, than in the single element for configuration 4.

This strain localization explains the decrease in damping capacity provided by configuration 5 com-
pared to configuration 4, as observed in Figure 14a–c. Indeed, the material heterogeneity induced a
distribution of the damping capacity over time. In particular, the transitions between the distinct damp-
ing regimes in configuration 4 are no longer observable in configuration 5, according to the changes in
damping ratio and loss factor highlighted in Figure 14b,c. However, no significant improvement of the
stiffness and damping ratio in the prediction over time was provided by configuration 5. Eventually,
the main difference between configurations 4 and 5 lies in the prediction of the local behavior of the
material in order to study its damage and fatigue life.

In order to fully validate the numerical tool, it was necessary to study the response of the cable at
positions different from that of the damper. The two others study cases and additional results regarding
the reference study case are briefly presented in Appendixes. Both configurations 4 and 5 showed good
agreements with the experimental curves.

Figure 13. Comparison between configurations 4 and 5: (a) martensite volumic fraction; (b)
R-phase volumic fraction; (c) material temperature.
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Figure 14. Comparison between configurations 4 and 5: (a) frequency of the 1st mode; (b)
logarithm of the signal envelop; (c) loss factor η.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, the following points can be highlighted:

• A numerical tool was developed to predict the dynamic response of a cable equipped with a NiTi
wire-based damping device and was validated using three study cases (where the contribution of
the different modes was different).
• In particular, the influence of the material behavior of the NiTi wires embedded in the damping

device was investigated. To do this, several configurations taking into account the phenomena that
influence the energy dissipated by these wires were studied. The importance of taking both the
thermal effects, the intermediate R-phase transformation and the strain localization into account
was demonstrated.
• Two configurations (4 and 5) that proved to be the best to predict damping capacity of the damper

were studied in detail. Their respective interest was discussed. For instance, configuration 4 (ther-
mal effects and intermediate R-phase transformation) requires less computing resources and can
be used to optimize the damping setting-up (by acting on the effective length and number/section
of the wires, pre-strain of the wires, position of the damping device along the cable), since these
optimization procedures are computationally intensive. Configuration 5 that takes propagation
of transformation bands into account in addition to the previous phenomena provided a better
description of the material behavior along the wire by discretizing it into several elements. It can
roughly be used for optimization, but the fatigue life of the embedded wires can be considered to
dimension the device regarding its service life, in addition to its effectiveness.

Several perspectives have been identified to pursue this work:

• More realistic loading cases experienced by cables should be studied, such as harmonic or random
forced loadings, punctual or distributed heterogeneously along the cable.
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• The numerical tool should be used to define the tuning of the damping device setting-up according
to the constraints of a given structure (angle of the cable chord, natural frequency of the cable,
kind of solicitations).
• The link between the dissipated energy by NiTi alloys and their fatigue resistance should be

investigated to be considered in the optimization of NiTi-based damping devices.
• Heterogeneity of the material behavior (due to propagation of transformation bands) should be

investigated to optimize damping capacity and fatigue resistance. For instance, periodic localized
cross-section decrease and/or stress increase, modification of clamping system or well-suited ther-
momechanical training could be considered.
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Appendix

A. Damper at L/2 and deviation at L/2 (study case 1)

Figure 15a,b provides cable transverse displacements at L/4 and L/16, while the force and the
damper were placed at L/2.

For both positions L/4 and L/16, a good agreement is observed between numerical and experimental
results. In [41], the authors distinguished the local effect of the damper (due to a punctual increase of
the stiffness near the device) from the global effect (function of the distance from the antinodes of the
considered modes). These results validate how the cable and the damper were connected in the Finite
Element model.

Figure 15. Transverse displacement of the cable equipped with a damper (configuration 5)
placed at L/2: (a) sensor at L/4, (b) sensor at L/16.

B. Damper at L/4 and deviation at L/2 (study case 2)

Figure 16a–c provides the cable transverse displacement at L/2, L/4 and L/16, while the damper
was moved to L/4.

It should be noted that the sensor placed at L/2 was an accelerometer for this study case. The
transverse displacement signal obtained experimentally was integrated from the transverse acceleration
and information was lost during numerical integrations. It explains why the initial deviation before
the cable release is not observable (see Figure 16a). This point is not a major problem since the
initial deviation is similar to those obtained in study case 1 (the deviating force was placed at the
same position and the initial deviation was associated with the deactivated stage of the damper). A
very good agreement is observed between numerical and experimental results in both configurations,
although configuration 4 overestimated the damping even more than configuration 5. One can observe
a lower damping compared to the reference study case. Indeed, the damping device was no longer
placed at the antinode of the first and main involved vibration mode in study case 2.
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Figure 16. Transverse displacement of the cable equipped with a damper placed at L/4:
sensor placed (a) at L/2, (b) at L/4, (c) at L/16.

C. Damper at L/2 and deviation at L/4 (study case 3)

Figure 17a–c provides the cable transverse displacement at L/2, L/4 and L/16, while the force was
moved to L/4 and the damper was placed at L/2. This study case is the least favorable with respect to
the second vibration mode since the force was placed at its antinode and the damper was placed at its
node.

From Figure 17a–c, a strong damping was observed experimentally and numerically at L/2 where
was placed the damper, while a low damping was observed at L/4 and L/16 where the second vibration
mode had a higher contribution. This confirms that placing the device in the middle of the cable is not
relevant regarding the even-numbered modes. For both configurations 4 and 5, a good agreement is
observed regarding the transverse displacement amplitude and its mitigation. However, an offset can
be observed regarding the initial amplitude at L/2 and L/4, whatever the configuration. This offset
can be explained by a small error on the pre-strain value of the “numerical wire” due to the potential
accumulation of residual strain in the wires during the test campaign or a small error on the cable
bending stiffness. Once again, a better damping prediction was obtained in configuration 5.
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Figure 17. Transverse displacement of the cable equipped with a damper placed at L/2:
sensor placed (a) at L/2, (b) at L/4, (c) at L/16.
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